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Champagne corks pop at Logica
In the 72 issues we have published over the last six years
we have only ever featured just one company on page
one. That was in the June 1990 issue after Logica had

issued a profit warning causing over £50m to be written
off its market value in just one day.
So, to put thebalance right, we lead this month again on
Logica because. in the year to 30th June 95, they have

reported:
0 record PBT, up 50% at £20.3m
- record revenues, up 19% at £250m
- record EPS up 55% at 21.7p
- all units profitable for the rst tIme in a long while

which has resulted in a record share price and a record

m a r k e t
capitalisation of

£303m.

In addition, but

although not a

Ten Year PB
Lo ica plc

(ll-III" u tell)

FY1994/95 produces record pro ts and

had these in abundance. What he did was to locus the
business, moving it awaylrom its technical bias towards a
more sales and marketing led company. The one word
Read repeated in every one of our interviews overthe years
was ☜repeatablllty☝ - taking the expertise developed for
one region, sector or customer and applying it more widely.
It's not an earth shattering concept - indeed that's already

the foundation of other top performing companies - but
we are surprised how few other companies apply it.
Flead has indeed turned out to be "music to the
shareholders ears☝. On the day Read was appointed at
the end of July 93, Logica☂s share price was 234p making
a market value of £144m. Logica ended Sept. 95 on 487p

and a value of

£303m.
'We are nowat

the end of the

first phase☝

and EPS Record

record (Logica m☜ recordEPS said Read.
regularty reported There is still
1o%+ margins in outstanding

the 19805), business from

overall profit phase one.

m a r g i n s The US

improved from operations
6.5% to 8.1%. were barely

Indeed, operating p re t i t a b I e .

margins in I n d e e d

Continental Precision
E u r o p e ,___,,,_ Software,

exceeded the m. ".1 r... m. .... which was

magical 10% as

did margins in the UK in the second half of the year (where

they were a creditable 9.3% for the year as a whole). These

are regarded with some envy by many European system

houses.
In the past, our criticisms have been much quoted - we

should have put a copyright on our jibe "Logica is like a

car which always has two cylinders misliring...and they

always seem to be a different two☝. We therefore welcomed

the appointment of CEO Martin Read from GEO. After the

first of many interviews we wrote ☁eVGrything we heard

from Head was music to our and, we hope, shareholder☁s

ears". Source - System House Oct. 93.

Read has transformed Logica. He completely restnrctured

the organisation, laying off over a 100 staff and saying

goodbye to many of the old guard top management team.

He brought in the legendary, and much needed, GEC

financial disciplines as well a number of new top managers

from GEC, Sema and ACT. What he didn☂t need to do was

to invent new markets, new regions, new expertise - Logica
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making profits
of $900K when Logica paid its initial $3.3m, made a loss

in FY 95. Two new contracts for their commercial loan

processing software have been secured since the year

end and Read was cautiously optimistic for a better US
performance this year.

Clearly, ☜phase two☝will see a continuation of the currently

successful policies which will secure reasonable organic
growth. The Head disciplines should ensure that profits
and earnings grow even more strongly. Indeed Logica
could soon report an overall margin of 10% it they wished.
But that☁s not enough. Logica is already one of the Very
few world-class UK-OWned SCSI companies. We now want
to see it become a World-sized company. It can only do
that by strategic acquisition. When we first met Flead, he
brandished our 'GUide to SuccessfulAcquisithns"and Said
how much he agreed with its guidelines. We remind him
now that our Safe limit was '20% of your current
capitalisation☝. Because of Reed☁s efforts that could now
jusmy a £60m purchase. We "git In antch atlon.
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Big getting biggen...continued
System House reported in July how the world☂s Top Ten
largest SCSI companies had reported a revenue increase

of 24% in 1994 - about twice the growth rate of the rest.
The figures would have been even higher if not for one of
the ☜quieter☝ members of that Top Ten - Automatic Data
Processing (ADP) with revenues of $2.25 billion, up a
mere 1% on 1993.

This monthADP has caught the acquisitions bug too. They

are paying an estimated $400m for French bureaux and
FM supplier - Generale de Service on lnformatique -
better knOWn as GSI. The purchase will add a further
$460m to ADP☂s revenues.
GSI. which was subject of an MBO from Alcatel in 1987,

had ambitions to go public. But losses mounted in 1994.
"For sale☝talk has been rite for some time with almost

every large company rumoured as a suitor at one time or

another. There were clearly few purchasers, it any, who
would put a value as high as $400m on the operation.

ADP had been overwhelmingly a US player. This is a

significant move which UK players would be wise to note.
Also Decision Servcom Inc. (DSI) has bought the US
hardware maintenance operations of Bell Atlantic, thus

creating what is claimed to be ☜the world☂s largest TPM
provider☝ with revenues of over $700m. You may
remember that lCL took over Bell Atlantic☂s 49% stake in
Sorbus for no cost in Feb. 95 in exchange for a future
share in the profits. DSI has no European operations so
there will be no clash with the new £500m revenue lCL
Sorbus. Indeed, both DSI and lCL stressed to us that they
were keen to continue the relationslm.

Vistec announced that it had received ☜anapproach

which may lead to an all share offer at a small premium☝.
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Computerised Financial Solutions (CFS), which
provides credit management software particularly to the
motortrade, has been one of the many disappointing new
issues. Results for the six months to 30th Jun. 95 show
revenues dOWn 9% at £1.28m but a loss of £66K
compared with PBT of £351 K for FY94.
What worries us even more is that CFS' interim statement

makes no mention of how much larger the loss would
have been if they had not adopted the dubious policy of
capitalising development costs. Last year CFS increased

intangible assets by £1.4m which completely eclipsed their
profits - and indeed their net assets. CFS is about the

only company in the sector which does not publish a
balance sheet at the interim stage. We were told by CFS
FD Terry Eikel, that he was not permitted to answer our

emiuiries about intangibles and amortisation. "I will"?!
give thatinformation to you because we have not released
it to shareholders in general☝. Brokers Wise Speke.
however, were able to tell us that a further £250K
de"☁f☁JOPment had been capitalised. So this would take
the intangible asset total to nearly £1.7m against 1013'
net assets which are now probably <£1m. We hope the
A83. which is current considering this issue_ will take note-
Chairman Tom Brockbank repeats his anticipation 0f "5
creditable result for the yeaf' but points out that the timing
of new contracts could affect results. Brokers Wise Speke
will be issuing 225,000 new shares tor cash. We were
incredulous when they told us that not one investor had

raised the matter of the absence ot a balance sheet or
asked about the intangibles. CFS' share price was

unchanged this month at 76p (compared with an issue

price of 90p). Perhaps investors get what they deserve.
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UKand outsourcing stars again for Sema
Sema Group's interims for the six months to 30th June
95 showed revenues up 7.9% at £321.9m, PBT up 21%
at £16m and EPS up 16%. The UK was the star performer
(by source) - yet again - with a 17.7% growth to £133.2m
- representing 41% of total revenue. Sema☂s 2nd largest

☂ ' market - France - showed a 12% decline to l£72.8m.
Sweden - now a larger market than Germany - grew by
17.6% to £66m.
Outsourcing - where the UK is the both the largest market
and the European ☜champion☝ - reported a 16.5% growth
(to £104m). Recent contracts, like the £60m/5 year deal
at the T88 obviously helped. But Sema's largest activity -
systems integration ♥ had a rather modest 4.4% growth to
£197m.Telecomms was the fastest growing market sector
- up 65% at £25.7m. Defence, Sema's largest market,

, grew by a healthy 19% to £79.5m. The UK MOD has "in a
unique move, a warded a prime contractorship to
BAeSEMA to design and build an Ocean Survey Vessel
Valued at £40m". The order book was up 24% since the
year end and net cash increased to £34.7m. The

V consensus analysts' view is £37.5m PBT for1995 - a 27%
increase on 94. The market reacted positively to the
results, marking the shares up 17% this month.

Sema and its profit margins
Sema☂s profit margins were 5% compared with 5.4% in
FY94. Our first draft review pointed out that when Pierre
Bonelli was appointed CEO in 1989 we, and others like
the FT, reported that a 10% margin was his objective.
indeed, Logica is now achieving that in continental Europe.
Sema responded to make it clear that Bonelli never
mentioned a 10% target...and even if he had, this would
have been before Fl&D which would reduce the target to
a max. of 7%. Further more, 10% profit margins ☜are not
the way we do things in continental Europe☝.
We will try not to mention 10% margins ever again.

 

Eidos confirms purchases
As previous reported, Eidos has this month confirmed
the acquisitions of three computer games companies -
Domark (£10.8m for a company which had losses of
£3.3m to 30th Mar. 95), Simls (£1.8m) and The Big Red
Software Company (£350K). Eidos also announced a
placing at 375p to raise £5.5m.
The newEidos will have a market cap. of £291 m. On the
other hand the old Eidos reported losses of £268K on
revenues of just £96K in the six months to 30th June 95.
The new Executive Chairman of the group is to be Ian
Livingstone who has the honour of launching Dungeons
and Dragons into the UK. Don't forget. 40% of the world☂s
computer games are developed in the UK.

A _ have'been criticisms, but we applaud the
move and .m-u'c'np'rte'rer .a youna'man." rather ihem the
appdimmém o a 'or the industries "old stagers" as we
had feared. weshare manyof Wir'szyczf visions *9? both

 

☁V ob Wirszyoz was this month appointed
"as the new DG of theCSSA totakeos'Ier

  

the :1. .. .1 , g . ,

But he joins at a difficult time for the CSSA.We understand
that Oracle is'now joining the FEl - following EDS. Many

now feel that 'a☁totally independent CSSA is not viable.
But it the CSSA'i's☁ to come underthe FEl'umbrella it must
hat/ea strong voice☂a'hd retain some identity.
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J ".iCan Webs/few Eyou John?

{from Doug Eyeions ill/hots retiring. There ,

T\

We all have likes and dislikes. We likeVega so☂mUch that '
we. gave☂theni☂a'rare System House Boring AWard. But

We alsodis/k' Chairman☂US☁ngthe'-"¢en den¢é☝word. It
has beenvm used so. often. that it, 'is worse than
meaningless actually has a negative impact with us. ☁
But John Fligg, Véga☂s current Chairmen, told shareholders
that he.☜looked forward with con dence to current and
future years . .Allmajorprojects including the two emulation
projects forthe' RAF, are on scheduie'and the order book
was Strong.
But if Rigg is so ☜confident? we wonder why he, and the
other Vega directors, have been selling so many shares

recently « £7m worth in the last year. Also Rigg is now
stepping aside as Chairman infavour of Kelvin Harrison,
Vega's MD. j
BrOkere Beeson Gregory are forecasting PBT of £3.6m
tor the year to 30th Apr. 96 - that☁s a 24% increase on 95.

kAt 315p, the Shares are on a prospective PIE of over 18.

Wakebourne warns...again
TPM Wakebourne issued a profits warning in April when
itfound a significant discrepancy in its stock records. This
month they warned that losses of £350K were incurred in
the 6 months to 30th June 95. This was struck after £400K
for redundancy costs and ☜an aborted acquisition☝.
HOWever, ☜since the half year Wakebourne has been
trading profitabV- Shares ended Sept. 13% down.
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459%,atmm and, quite excep H any: ☁
company. EPSl☁wfas @2417. (98% befor☁
The UK'(71% of group revenue ) ☁
revenues up 149% at £59.8m.:US operatic
total) ingreaSed revenues by 22% @325]
profits up 24% at,'$1.4m'.: Europea☁
revenues of £7.6m and operating prof:
Net bonowingserSe from. £6.7m to£1 0.2 _
was 107%. This has, however,Ibeenreduced 5 co

Confirming ☁the boom
. contractor: sector.☝ CRT; Ch

m
Karl Chapman, told Sha: holders. at
the AGM that turnover was currently

☜significantly ahead of last 'year☂i. T'Tempdrarxstaffon
customer sites increasedfrom. 1.84:3 terriers than2,290,
an' increase of approx. 19%☁13fl☂radin'g ☁ at __C Fles'Other
activities v recruitment, training (☜up 16%Vsince'the year
end☝but pro ts held back by 'subshnlialinvéstment☝)and
"encouraging trends in multimedia publishing? -☁ seem to
point to "heavy second half profits☝. CRT. shareprice
increased 13% this month on the news. 3 ☂ ' ☂

 

But a note ofcaution. .recent results from Delphi, Parity.
CRT et at. all Con rm the buoyant state of the ITcontractor
market. But we would strike one note of caution. in the
past this market has been our ☜barometer☝ otthe☁ state of»
the industry. The sector ☁was the first to be hit by the
downturn in the late 19805...and the first to Show real
recovery a few years later. That☂s why all the companies
involved need to develop second and third legs'to protect
dhemselves against any future market downturn. '
Sherwood continues recovery
It you hadinvested in Sherwood ComputerServices at
the start of the year you could have doubled your money.
After two dire years, Sherwood now seem well on the
road to recovery. In the six months to 30th June 95,
although revenues dropped by 8.1% to £11m as a result
of discontinued businesses, PBT of £615K was reported
compared with a loss of £88K last time around. Net debt
has been eliminated compared with £1.9m a year ago.
Early signs from the SherWood-CFMUCL) JV. which offers
FM andAM to the insurance market, the recent acquisition
of Beta and the City Deal share dealing service look
promising. But Sherwood's activities in the London
insurance market ☜remain dif cult☝.
PBT of 22.1 m and EPS of 19.3p is expected for the full
year. Given that the shares ended Sept. 95 on 178p. that☂s
still a modest prospective P/E of just over 9.  

J
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Warning from Kalamazoo as Harrop steps

down...
Current Chaimtan Dr Peter Harrop issued a pro ts warning
to Kalamazoo shareholders at their AGM. Export sales
in the print division were blamed astrading at the computer
division was ☜in line with expectations☁. The share price
fell by 15% this month. .
Harrop also announced increased investment in capital
equipment and in people so that "the group will enter its
next nancialyear trading with newproducts and services".
The worry is that Kalamazoo is reversing the tough line
which Mike Langmore, its CEO who departed in Feb. 95,
had been taking. At the time We postured that ☜Langmore
was known as a hard manager and the nancial success
at Kalamazoo had been at the expense of jobs. The
Kalamazoo Trust still holds 51% of the shares. Perhaps
the reason for his departure was a case of just one
acquisition, one job loss trio many?☝ Source - System House -
March 95.

At the time, Harrop personally assured us that Langmore's
departure ☜was not due to short term performance
problems☝ and indeed only two months ago Harrop said
he was "confidenl☝for the current year.
Anyway, later in the month it was announced that Rober☁
Jordan was taking over as Exec. Chairman, although
Harrop will remain as a non-exec. Unlike Harrop, Jordan
has no computer experience - a Langmore replacement
is now more than ever required.
...and makes disposal
Kalamazoo has sold its 24% stake in the Irish print

company, Fyvie, to Miraford for about £816K.
swe e'p'o'rt
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Perot - a ☜spent force" no more
After winning two large outsourcing contracts in 1992
(Europcar £120m/10 years and East Midlands Electricity
£150m/12 years) news from Perot in Europe dried up -
other than news of faults and mumblings of unease from
both customers and transferred staff. As widely quoted
in the press this month, we did indeed believe that Perot
was a "span! force☝. We even reported on rumours that
Perot was up for sale.
In Aug. 95, Perot was awarded a £20m/5 year(?) deal
with fund managers M&G. Within weeks, Perot
announced one of the largest private sector outsourcing
deals of all time with Swiss Bank (830). Perot gets a

  

Note: Sraded = Reads amouneed this month.
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SFr250m (c2140m) p.a. outsourcing deal with $80
involving the transfer of 700 staff. Perot also gets a 40%
stake in SBC's software development operation - Systor -

and SEC takes a 24.9% stake in Perot for "an undisclosed"

consideration. It was also stated that Perot intends to go
public in about 18 months time when the SBC 24.9% stake
could be worth $250m. (Source - Computergram - 8th Sept. 95).

Given that Perot worldwide had revenues of just $300m
last year (about half eamed in Europe and about £35m in
the UK), these contracts will double those revenues.
Correction Our comments on this deal were quoted widely.
Indeed, Paul Taylor's excellent front page story in the Financial
Times meant that System House was mentioned on the Internet
for the first time! We received feedback from across the world.
but nobody noticed that the FT had put thedecimal point in the
wrong place in all our figures! For the record. we estimate the
outsourcing market in Europe to be worth £15 billion (not 521.5

billion) in 1994; growing to £17 billion in 1995.
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The Medical insurance Agency has bought Medldata,
which specialises in software for dentists. Securicor Net
has bought ISDN products developers, Wisdm Ltd. Fast
growing Farnborough-based C-C-C Group Ltd. has
acquired Nynex Media Communications Ltd
(multimedia communications systems for use in video
conferencing). According to a report in Computergram,
C-C-C plans ☜to go public nextyear☝. Sema has increased
its stake in South Africa based Paradigm Systems
Technology from 24.9% to 45%. Total consideration so
far is £4.81m. Sema also completed the acquisition of
Bridge Street Holdings, which owns the 50% holding in
Contingency & Planning Recovery Services which
Sema does not already own. Safety critical systems
consultancy CSE has bought a60% stake in York
Software Engineering - a ☜spin-aft" from the computer
sciences dept. of the University of York. Oxford Molecular
has formed a JV with Perkin-Elmer to ☜develop the next
generation of software related to the DNA and protein
sequencing process☝. Logica (see p1) has sold its 49%
stake in Speedwing Logica to British Airways. ☜The
disposal will have no material impact on either Logica or
BA☝. US anti-virus software developer McAfee has
acquired its UK agent IPE. Obviously Pearson's have not
been put off software companies. They paid £310m for
Software Toolworks in 1993 and the business was
merged into Mindscape which lost £300K in the last
period. This month Pearson has acquired US MicroLogic,
the developers of PrintMaster Gold print productivity
software. Reuters has acquired US Sailfish Systems,
which specialises in risk management systems for the
banking and corporate sectors, for a min. of $2m.
Datrontech has purchased Hampshire-based distributor,
Peripherique, for an initial £1.5m plus £880K profit
related. Peripherique made PBT of £546K on revenues
of £8.3m in the ear to 31st Jul 95.

Real Time Control seeks acquisitions
Bamey Carreli told RTC shareholders that he was "seeking
acquisition candidates☝. it is likely that these will take
RTC outside its retail base. They have recently launched
RTC Securis to exploit ☜the world of security and
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  service☂s -.such'as FM, increased;
. client/semenconsuking and☁systems ;
attempt'to improve☂margins. Now PCL
in 20%.9f its revenues from services.

,dy- include.»☁b,ltie amps-inks British
, JP'MOrgan' a'n'd the Royal Bank of

     
  

 

H rged into☁theSHLTechnOIOQy☁SQlutions,
h h Wiiibe'nm by .PCL☁s Chairman Graham

. . , ☂ int Gilrcy moving totake Charge of SHL☁s
☂training'operations worldwide. The merger will, according
to_ISHi,☁ Chairman John Oltman, create ☁an operation with
UK 'revenuesfof £150m "reaching QODm by the end of
the cu ' " fiscal☝, it will certainty help SHL in its goal to

 

> cremai'cmicalmass☁as☁thé new operation wiit☁be one of
the larger resellers in ihe UK market.
Chairman John Oltma☁n said negotiations for other
acquisitions were "in Pmcess...as the company bUildS its
UKpresence in} a bid to take on the largest outSourcing
and services operations☝. Source - MicroScope 20th Sept. 95.
...rhen MCI buys SHL Systemhouse
Just a few days after the PCL deal. was announced that
us telecomms group MCI (Where BT has a 20% stake) - was to pay a quite staggering Us$1 billion for SHL. SHL
share price soared byzcsaaa to c$17-.25 on the news.

☁ ☁Werb☂urg' Pincus has. not unsurprisingiy, pledged to sell
its 12.8% SHL Stake to MCl.
Coming on thesame day as AT&T admitted its mistakes
withits computing acquisitions (see page 2), We will wait
brim interest to see ☂if MCt do any better.  LJSystem House __
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Oracle Corporation UK Ltd
Revenue Record

£250,011-

. Revenues earned in UK

a Revenues earned by Oracle
UK outside the UK

E120m

5i £100,0m

1987 1955 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 199☁ 1995

Year ending 315☁ WY
k V . , .

r Integris grows

FM. In the UK Brian Gunn, will head up the operation. of their current problems.

 

BULL has announced that from henceforth its systems integration activities
will come under its Integris banner - which was previously concerned only with

Under Gunn, Integris has already been a major success. We understand that
outsourcing revenues will be around £27m in 1995. Pretty good when you
consider they were zero at the start of 1994. This month, for example, he was
celebrating a £15m/5 year outsourcing contract with Health & Safety Executive.
We also met with Richard Snook, the new head of BULL UK. and were similarly
impressed. The quality of BULL☁s UK originated management, which includes
George McNeil, who now heads BULL (excl. France) and Philip Crawford (see
Oracle UK above), has always impressed us. Perhaps if BULL's HQ in France
had taken a bit more notice of them in the past they might have avoided some

Oracle UK FY 1995
Revenue Breakdown

CST
(Development

Tooll)

37%

Service-

46%

Appllcetlone

CDE

(Cooper-(Ive 5%

Development

Environment)

12%

  

Oracle UK FY95
Breakdown of Service Revenue

Consultanc

PC software sales hit agai

the place to be. sales in Europ

in the UK_
Could be that everyone was waitin
for Windows 95 though.

N

According to the SPA, revenues
from US PC software sales grew
by 7.9% to $1.57b in 02. But.
confirming our warning that shrink
wrapped software products is not

grew by a mere 1% to $423m
whereas unit sales scared by 44%.
In Germany revenues actually fell
by 16% but rose by 19% (to $106m)
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Sage hits record 10600 in CSI Index
The CSI Index was up another 7.4% this month against a fall
in the FTSE100. That makes +32% this year. There was
another record broken this month. Sage☂s index hit 10600 -
that means nearly a 1000% increase since we started the
CSI Index in Apr. 1989. Sage was up another 15% this month.
The star performer in Sept. was Oxtord Molecular - up 58%
on the announcement of a strategic alliance with Perkin-Elmer
and very positive press coverage resulting from a Reuters
brieling. Its also been a good month tor Messrs. HearIey and
Warburg who have involvement in both AIM neweomer
Moorepay (payroll services) - up 33% - and Rollo 81 Nolan
- up 30% on news that Lighthouse is live at Credit Suisse
and encouraging sales prospects. Azlan were up 32% as
brokers upgraded proIit forecasts lrom £5.5m to £6.5m and
general buoyancy in the networking marketplace.

The wooden spoon goes to Cray - down 33% on another
profits warning (see p7). Depressing little Total lost another
17% and is now valued at just £2m. The other main losers

were DRS (down 17% - p10), MR (down 15%), Kalamazoo
(down 15% - p4) and Wakeboume (down 13% - p3).

ZBth Sept. 95 CSI Index
FI'SE 100

  
   

   

   
      

    
    

      
   

 

Month (30/9/95 - 29/9/95)
From 15111 Apr 09
From ist Jan 90
From 151 Jan 91
From 151 Jan 92
From 1stJan 93
From ist Jan 94
From 1st Jan 95

  

   

  

      

Share price Share price Cepltellsatlon Capltallsailon
Share Price Copltallsatlon Historic Hello CSI Index % move 7. move move(£771) move (Em)
29/9/95 (2p) 29/9/95(2m) PIE CapJRev. 29/9/95 slnce 30/9/95 In 1995 slnce 30/9/95 In 1905

Admlral 27.45 £91.60m 1 9.5 1.95 5399.55 1.64% 17.32% 21.40m 219.20m
Azian 23.37 273.90m 27.0 0.92 1465.22 31.64% 151.49% 217.70m 244.50rn
Callie 22.40 2131.50m 22.2 1.79 7207.21 12.15% 45.34% 214.20m £42.00rn
Cedaidala 21.40 £42.90m 17.9 4.79 1333.33 0.00% 39.51% £0.00m 211.90m
Cantregold 20.92 £26.70m 9.5 0.29 495.00 9.77% 45.55% £2.20m .220.00m
Clinical Computing 20.43 25.97m 5.9 4.74 346.77 13.16% 435.92% 20.91 m -23.93m
Coda 21.99 249.50m 1 9.7 2.12 904.26 15.24% 145.45% 25.50m 229.30m
Cornpel 21.51 224.60m 14.5 0.35 1299.00 5.23% 47.71% 21.30m 29mm
CompulerBed Financial 20.75 23.57m 23.9 1.14 944.44 0.00% -25.21% 20.00m .21.27m
Cmy Eleclrvnlcs 20.43 2102.00m Loss 0.39 251.46 -33.33% -73.37% -250.90m -2291.401n
CRT 21.17 279.00m 19.5 1.09 1300 .00 12.50% 48.10% £9.00!" 225.90m
DCS Group 20.99 219.70m 27.9 2.93 1650.00 15.47% 35.52% 22.60m 211.79m
Delphl Group 23.55 290.40m 43.9 0.93 1465.02 11 .50% 47.11% 29.40m 231 .10m
Division Group 21.10 249.30m Loss 9.17 2750.00 -6.79% 599% -23.50m 29.90m
DRS Data 31 Research 20.20 27.1810 28.3 0.52 101.92 46.57% -37.50% -£1.44m {4.2201
Eldos 24.00 210.60m Loss 43.20 4000.00 0.00% 31.15% 20.00m £1.99m
Electronic Data Prooesslng 21.40 236-7010 14.5 2.52 4296.59 9.37% 2.10% 23.20m -20.90m
Gresham Computing 20.39 212.80m 20.9 1.97 419515 0.00% 5,41% £0.00m £0.70".

INSTEM 21.55 £7.02m 8.7 0.42 1560.00 13.97% 4.00% 20.95111 20.22111
JEA Holdings 22.50 295.20m 26.2 0.94 1552.50 6.36% 64.47% 27.20m 235.com
Kalamazoo 20.96 216.90m 7.3 0.29 2457.14 -14.95% -21.10% -22.90m -224.70m
Kewlll 23.22 239.90m 11.5 1,19 1272,73 2,95% 34.73% 21.40111 £10.90m
Laermonth a Burohett 23.611 291 .40m Loss 3.43 3000.00 19.03% 350.00% 212.50m 264.com
Logica 24.97 2303.40m 22.4 1.21 1334.25 11.19% 49.95% 230.50111 2102.90m
Lorlen 21.55 29.94m 59.5 1.11 1550.00 3.33% 55.00% 20.29111 23.54m
Lynx Holdlngs 2052 526-4001 12.1 1.23 1300.00 1.99% 10.54% 20.50m £6.60m
M60104 24.53 296.3001 11.9 3.93 1925.61 -2.59% 3.42% -£2.60m 23.30m
MAID 22.56 220910111 224.5 23.41 2327.27 27.35% 271.01% 244.70m 2152.00m
McDonnell is (MDIS) 20.77 277.00m 16.9 0.53 295.15 10.00% '23.76"/. 27.00m -224.00m
Micro Focus 27.43 211220111 23.2 1.25 3599.37 224% ~9.39% -22.50m ♥25.90m
Micmeen £1.74 ESE-60m 14.9 1.17 743.59 2.95% 70.59% 22.00111 229.4011.
Mlerovltec 20.44 232.00m 14.5 0.72 1050.99 11.54% 19.1 11% 23.30111 20.70111
Mlsys 25.78 248211070 15.4 3,15 143557 13.45% 41.20% £57.80m £288.10m
MMT 21.93 £22.20m 13.6 2.04 1149.31 3.76% 595% 20.90m -20.90m
Moorepay £1.26 £9.72m 21.1 2.51 1542.17 33.33% 54.22% £2.43m 23.42111
MFI Data Management 20.74 241 .30m 9.2 1.02 293.55 ♥14.94% 42.73% -27.20m ♥220.10m
On Demand 20.91 241.30m Loss 2.95 1039.45 9.46% 20.90% 23.50rn 27.1om
01110111 Molecular 21.94 295.com Loss 34.30 2293.75 59.1 9% 205.93% 235.00m 272.901n
P99 21.36 2109.00m 13.9 0.41 609.97 4.45% 93.79% -21.40m 250.1om
Panty 21.55 264.90m 19.9 0.73 9911.09 0.00% 23.02% 20.00m 219.7011.
Pegasus 21.96 212.30m 14.1 2.56 534.06 1.55% 30.67% 20.10m 22.91111
Persona £2.71 £32.50m 23,6 1 _04 1 59315 -2.52% 69.35% -£0.80m £13.50m
Phonellnk 21.93 273.10m Loss 34.99 1190.55 759% -14.09% ~26.00m .22.50m
Proteus 20.64 220.90m Loss n/a 761.90 -9.57% ~63.4Cl% -22.00m -233.50m
Quality Software 26.27 254.50m 21.6 3.31 1550.00 6.27% 63.71% 23.20m 221 .20111
Radius 20.59 216.40m 15.4 0.66 427.54 28.26% 55.26% 23.901n 25.90m
Real Tlme Control 21.91 212.70m 9.0 0.94 3593.99 3.43% 5.95% £0.50m 20.70m
RM 23.14 252.90m 17.3 0.91 1794.29 16.73% 52.43% £7150"! £18.10m
RoneaNoian 22.53 230.9001 37.7 2.15 3011.90 29.74% 35.76% 27.10111 29.50m
Sage Group 213.79 2294.90m 22.9 5.79 10600.00 14.55% 104.45% 237.50m 2154.00m
Sanderson Electronics £1.16 247.50m 15.0 1.40 1974.47 2.55% 46.94% 21.30m 217.20m
Same amp 24.74 £442.70m 22.5 0.74 1490.57 16.75% 15.19% 254.3001 264.10m
Sherwood 21.79 £12.5om Loss 0.50 1493.33 6.59% 122.50% 20.70m 27.72m
Sparse Consulting £0.63 27.99m 15.5 1.31 663.19 735% -30.77% ~20.62m -23.52m
Standard Plaliorms 20.18 25.49111 Loss 4.19 77.77 2.94% 25.00% £0.16m 52.96111
Superscape 俉3.94 £22.10m Loss 25.70 1989.90 5.91% 93.14% 21130"! £11.30m
Total 20.20 22.00111 20.9 0.97 377.36 -15.67% 42.66% >20.40m -21.50m
Trace £0.39 £5.46m 18.0 0.29 312.00 41.36% 4.85% {0.70111 430.2701
Unpaim 25.51 2113.50m 372.3 6.39 5510.00 17.99% 366.95% 217.30m 299.60m
Vega Group 23.15 244.70m 23.4 3.57 2591.97 2.27% 19.77% £1.00m 27.50m
vtnuality 22.45 259.10m Loss 7.46 1447.06 2.93% 11.31% 21 .90m 210.30m
VIslec 20.15 217.90m 57.6 0.36 630.43 16.00% 11.54% 22.50m 21 .90m
Wakoboume L 20.29 25.15m 4.9 0.17 155.59 -12.50% -s4.59% -20.99111 {10.34111        Nola: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based on the issue price.

The CSI index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same ellect as a similar change for the smallestcompany.
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Missed opportunities at...INSTEM

You will hardly ever readabout INSTEM as a SCSI

company. That could be because they are engaged in
developing control systems for utilities. It could also be
because their 27 year nancial performance could hardly
be described as exciting. Although PET was £872K a
decade ago in 1985, it had only reached £1151K in 1994.
Results for the six months to 30th June 95 show PBT
(£577K) and EPS (8.4p) both up 14% on revenues up
39% at £11.2m. The balance sheet remains remarkably
strong with net assets of £5.6m compared with a market
capitalisation of 27m at the end of Sept.
Although most of its work is still projects like the substation
control system which it has so far been delivered to 30
National gn'd sites, INSTEM is moving into ☜the business
sector☝. The first production version of its Datatox F1 Lab
lnfo. System was installed this month for an unnamed
pharmaceutical company.
Given the worldwide market for their systems and
expertise, one must conclude that INSTEM has been a

story of missed opportunity. Although we have praised
Chairman David Gare☂s stable and honest stewardship,
might a more ambitious approach unlock more potential?

Missed opportunities at...Macro 4
We haVe written about the "lost opportunities"at Macro 4
for years and years. So much so that we are thoroughly

bored with them. The Macro 4 management has ignored
all such warnings for the last five years and has seemed
content to just roll along living off the rentals of software
products sold long ago. Chairman Terry Kelly now seems
to blame "inconsistent and contradictory independent
market surveys☝for his complacency but charitany now
says "it is an undeniable fact that the worldwide mainframe
base appears to have passed its peak".

The chickens are now coming home to roost. Cancellation
rates for it mainframe products (still 96% of its revenues)
are climbing steeply. This has been offset in part by
increasing Sales of AS/4oo based products - most of which
Macro 4 acquires rather than builds its own.
Results for the six months to 30th June 95 show practically
static PBT of £11.6m on revenues up 3% at £25m. EPS

rose by 3%, in part as a result of Macro 4 using its cash

mountain to buy its OWn shares. The £4.8m it used resulted
in cash reducing from £22.4m to £17.6m.

Given Macro 4☂s track record, we were quite terrified to
read that Kelly was researching opportunities
for..."acquisitions☝. OthenNise Kelly ☜remains cautious in
reviewing the group '5 prospects for the current year☝.
For reasons which we could not fathom at the time and
still don☂t understand, Macro 4 share price hit 663p in 1993.
Despite the buy back programme, the shares ended Sept.

95 down 3% at 453p.

  

  

       

  

Valuing FI
CMG and Ft Group are similar in that they both are
majority owned by a large number of current/former
employees. The news (p12) that CMG is to oat in Nov.,
coincided with the announcement that, on the internal
market, Fl☂s share price has risen in the year by 39% to
£12.80 inferring a valuation of £31.2rn or an historic P/E
of around 15. Fl would be wise to avoid the problem which
caused CMG to abort their earlier float plans when the
internal share price got out of line with the likely float price.
Fl☂s PIE is now close to the expected CMG float valuation.
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Missed opportunities at...DFt$
At least the ☜missed opportunities☝ tag is one in which
Macro 4 and INSTEM (see left) would take issue, but DRS
admitted last March that the ☁potential/y very attractive,
but time limited, profit opportunity for DFtShas largelybeen
lost". These opportunities related to the sale of optical
mark reading systems to schools - where HM Govt. has
now stopped funding such purchases. This was a bit of a
blow to new shareholders who bought in on the float in
April 94 at 110p when founder Malcolm Brighton cashed
in shares to the tune of £3.5m. The share price has since
collapsed to end Sept. 95 on 20p. Latest interim results
to 14th July 95 show revenues down 26% at £4.27m, PBT
down 65% at £512K and EPS down from 3.19p to 0.95p.
DRS do "not expect the second half to be profitable☝. If
that wasn't bad enough ☜political uncertainties in
Nigeria...have persuaded us that it is prudent to provide
fully against a signi cant debt with a Govt. funded body"
and "Difficult conditions were experienced in the

healthcare IT market☝.
Given that wrist slitting progress report, you might be

surprised to learn that DRS☁ Chairman John MacArthur
is ☜cautiously confident" about the future. We feel
incapable of commenting further.

Missed opportunities at...Radius
Our past reviews of Radius have used headlines such
as ☜round and round in circles" or "Radius comes full
circle". Radius had a superb trading record to 1989 but
then its acquisitions binge started to cause the dreaded
acquisition indigestion just when the market started to
stagnate and users started to demand open systems.
But Radius fought back with a significant recovery in 1992,
only to plunge to its first ever loss of £1.17m in the 13
months to 31 st Dec. 93. Another retum to profits of £1 .45m
on revenues of £24.9m was reported for 1994.

Headline results forthe six months to 30th June 95 showed
revenues up a modest 9% at £13.4m, PBT up an even
more modest 3% at £835K and EPS up 6.5%. But there
was an exceptional profit last time of £268K on property
sales. If this is excluded, operating profit increased by
50% and the adjusted EPS is up 65%.

The strong areas were software and software

maintenance. Overseas, the printing and retail sectors did
well. Hardware revenues decreased, as Radius moves
more towards services. But revenues also decreased in
the public and professional sectors. After falling to a low
of 27p in 1994, Radius ended Sept. 1995 on 59p.

(Creative prospers
Showing certain others that there really is money to be
made in systems for the insurance industry, this month
Creative Insurance Services Ltd. sent us their accounts
for the year to 31st Dec. 94. These show that. combined
with the Australian business, revenues of £1 2.5m and PET

of £1 .8m was achieved. Revenues in the UK were up 49%
to around 29m and PET scared by 370% to £1.2m. The
main revenue growth came from new INSURE/QO licence
sales at L&G, Birmingham Midshires BS and CNA.

Creative was sold by SwissRe in an M80 inApril 94 and
then bought by US Policy Management Systems Corp.
for a consideration ☜in excess of £10m". It proved to be
one of the best short term investments ever for Schroder
Ventures who backed the M80 - andmanagers did quite
Lnicely too.
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Why is JBA a rare UK-l
SCSI company?
0 it was the last UK software
products company to float -
over a year ago in June 94
- it makes 70% of its

revenues, expected to be around £110m in 1995, from

outside the UK
' it has met - indeed exceeded - all expectations

- a new issue at 162p, the shares are now at 250p.
Results for the six months to 30th June 95 continue the
trend. Revenues were up 28% at £49.5m. operating profits
up 146% at £1.27m, PBT up 186% at £754K and EPS up
over six fold from 0.19p to 1.43p.
The US increased revenues 63% to £24.7m - the largest
JBA unit now representing 50% of group sales. But much
of this relates to increased hardware sales. Revenues from
the UK market slipped slightly due to the introduction of
the IBM AS/400 RISC processors, which ship this month.
☜We remain confident ofregaining that additional revenue
in the second half".
The System 21 UNIX version of their product range has
enabled new relationships to be forged with HP. DEC and
Oracle.

JBA will be spending around £14m on applications-based
R&D - all of which is fully expensed. Analysts currently
expect 28m for the year - which equates to a modest 7%
profit margin. Many ofthe other products companies make

margins of over twice that. That's the real opportunity at

JBA.

The intangible side of JBA
JBA currently has £8.2m of intangibles on its balance sheet
and has capitalised afurther £91 4K in the last six months.
This relates the development of internal development tools

- in particular the GUI interface systems. This puts us in a

quandary. We don't like capitalised R&D as all readers
should by now know. But every company we know would
put development tools (both hardware and software) onto
the books and write them off over a period of time. JBA
decided it was better to acquire some and develop others
of these all important tools a. As they arenot for resale,
they do not seem to be creating the ☜hostage to fortune"
that would apply for capitalised application R&D.
But it is still a grey area as many other companies would
write off such internal tools development too. Just more
grist to the argument that we need just ONE standard in
Etch matters.

Misys ☜looks promising throughout☝
Chairman Kevin Lomax told the Misys AGM that "order

prospects continued to look promising throughout the
group and the board looked forward to good progress in
the current year with a stronger weighting towards the

second half☂.
Brokers Albert E Sharp's latest forecast is for PET of

£48m in the year to 31st May 96 and a 53% increase in
EPS. Assuming this to be the case. Misys shares looked
decidedly cheap. indeed. they rose to an all time high of

602p this month before slipping back. But even now they
only stand on a prospective P/E of <14.

As we have said before. FY96 is not our major concern.

It☂s what happens after the ACT acquisition provisions run

out. Even now, Sharp's forecast only a modest 14% EPS

rise in FY97. But that☁s a long time away.
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Learmonth & Burchett Management

Systems (LBMS) announced a
further move towards becoming

' an all American software
company. 5m shares @ 340p

will be listed on the top

NASDAQ market raising

» . £17m. £8.5m is new money

☝ with another £8.5m representing shares sold by Roger
Learmonth and Rainer Burchett - both of whom have, or
will shortly be, reducing their involvement significantlY- The
NASDAQ listing will make US domiciled shareholders
majority owners of LBMS. In the UK the ☜USM listing Will
be maintained for the time being".
LBMS also reported strong growth in Q1 (to atst July 95).
Revenues increased by 6.7% to £5.49m but PBT doubled
to £247K and EPS was up 66%. Software licence
revenues increased by 55% but service revenues fell 16%
"as we began to achieve a planned rebalancing of licence
versus service revenueS". As we have reported many
times, most other companies have taken steps to

rebalance in the opposite direction. US revenues
increased by 113% and now represent 60% of the totaL

The NASDAQ news went down well with a further 18%
increase in Sept. LBMS' share price has been amongst
the best performers, up 350% this year.

Unipalm still in Cyberspace
Shares in lntemet service provider, Unipalm. had risen

to a high of 551 p on 28th Sept. (that compares with their
new-issue price of just 100p in Mar-.94!) as a result of the
a bid approach in Aug. HOWever, the announcement on
29th Sept. that the bid would be at "around 450p"put the
sharesinto a tailspin- crashing 123p in the hour before
we sent System House to the printers. A format

announcement. is expected ☜in mid Oct".
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☜We believe that investor confidence, particularly in the IT services sector, has improved"

Cor Stutterheim - Chairman Computer Management Group (CMG)

We would like to believe that our lead story last month,

which previewed the above comment. had something to

do with CMG☁s long anticipated decision to take the plunge

and go for a listing - in both London and Amsterdam - in
November. The float, of around 25% of the equity, will

raise around £5-10m of new money for CMG. Avaluation
of around £150m is suggested which compares with

around £105m (or 178p per share) at the last intemal
dealing day, inferring a new issue price of 230p♥240p and
a P/E of 16-17.

CMG also announced excellent interim results showing
revenues up 36% at £94.6m, PBT up 28% at £8.6m and
EPS up 41% at 8.9p (in part due to a lower tax rate).
"Excluding the positive impact of the tall in sterling and
the contribution from PECOM in Germany, which was
acquired in Feb. 95 (for up to DM18m) CMG☂s underlying
growth rate was over 20%".
Comment

This is the amongst the best news we have had in a long
while. It must be in everyone☁s interest - certainly all those
who believe in our best SCSI companies being quoted
on the London Stock Exchange - for the CMG float to be
successful. It could herald a number of similar high quality

floats, such as Fl Group, which would also be good news.
CMG, as we see it, faces two main obstacles.

Firstly, how can it persuade investors that it is not
another MDIS? CMG has been in existence for over 30

years and has had one of the most consistent records of

any SCSI company. It has always been considered as

"safe". Long term relationships have been built with

customers. Unlike MDIS, which relied so much on lumpy

product revenues, CMG is an out-and-out service provider.

With the vast majority (>90%) of equity in the hands of

present or former employees, they would suffer from an

MDlS type crash far more than the new investors. Nothing

in this world is guaranteed, but for CMG to disappoint in
the near term seems highly unlikely.

And, in a way, that's at the heart of the second obstacle,

how can CMG attract sufficient interest with its "safe
and secure" record rather than the ☜mega growth/
mega risk/mega reward"label which many other floats
have had recently? (Indeed we may remind readers that
a policy of investing in over hyped SCSI companies would
have been your best bet in the last two yearsl)
Theanswer to that obstacle is clearly in the pricing of the
new issue. If we are right, CMG will go on an historic P/E
of around 16 (average P/Es for new float in 0493/0194
were around 23) and a prospective PIE in the low teens.
That seems to us to be very fair; allowing new investors
to make reasonable gains in the next year too. /
Who knows, armed with a quote, CMG could well realise
its ambition to undertake some reasonably sized
acquisitions. If it sticks to the business areas and
geographic territories it knows best it just might achieve
that rather rare "safe and exciting" label in the future.

The prospectus will be published in early November.

 

   

    

  

When Logica staff left the office for home on 14th Sep
yellow
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Taylorwho will now stand down as non-execs. Thar
☂of'ekempiaryiservice☁ to the industry thanto leave

highlytlatte'ring, write-ups in theFTin maiw☂ee☂k, ,.

   Champagne corkspop atLogica See pagaggé ' ' ' ☂

Carton comaining a bottle of Champag☁ne'to help them ☜toast the succ☂ess'foi the

That champagne Was probably also used tol'toast'founders-iigog
' ☁ be no ☂ ,

. , , . Cain such☁isoid'd order
Bosonnet istogiveway to Frank Barlow as Chairma . Barlow is the M931
of the FIWewereassured that it was pure coincidence that'i; " ' ☂ ' ' ' '
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